THE JOURNEY STARTS HERE
From our simple beginnings with a single resort in 1995, Six Senses is now recognized as a pioneer of
sustainable practices, demonstrating that uncompromisingly gorgeous hideaways can live in
harmony with local communities and ecosystems. Today, we uphold this same ethos across 17 hotels
and resorts and 26 spas in 20 countries under the brand names Six Senses, Evason and Six Senses
Spas, as well as a further 34 properties in the development pipeline. Each property has a distinctive
and locally inspired design personality, which makes smart and responsible use of the natural land
topography and materials. Owning a piece of the extraordinary Six Senses lifestyle is also made
possible with Six Senses Residences, for indulgent living as nature intended.
CREATING PLACES THAT RECONNECT PEOPLE
The Six Senses brand was born from the belief that to live is to connect. Experiencing true connection
means detaching from life’s distractions so that we can awaken our senses and open our hearts and
minds to the truth of our feelings, each other, nature and the power of now.
Our enduring vision remains as strong as ever: To help people reconnect with themselves, others and the
world around them.
As Six Senses expands, we consistently demonstrate that wellness and sustainability are at the heart
of what we do. Our DNA can be successfully replicated across a broad property portfolio, from our
original rustic vibe to edgy design and urban splendor.
That’s because, with Six Senses, reconnection can happen anywhere: on a remote private island,
snowy mountain hideaway, desert dune, lush forest, rugged tundra, wine estate or in the middle of a
lively lounge in the city.
Wherever and however people encounter us – and whether they spend an hour or a season – our aim
is for them to leave us in a better place than when they arrived.
EMOTIONAL HOSPITALITY
We bring a Six Senses community to our spaces and places. This reflects our emotional hospitality
and the way we combine the natural magic of each location with our optimistic and compassionate
attitude to everyone.
LOCAL SENSITIVITY, GLOBAL SENSIBILITY
While maintaining a global outlook, we are rooted in local concerns and cultures. Our operations
work with artisans, farmers, producers and suppliers who live nearby. Our guests don’t just observe
local culture, they immerse in it, and ultimately become part of it.
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FUN AND QUIRKY
Fun and quirky aren’t values you would ordinarily associate with the hospitality and wellness
business. Our curiosity and desire to explore allow us and our guests to discover unexpected ways to
reconnect every single day.
CRAFTED EXPERIENCES
It isn’t what you do but how you feel about it that makes the difference. From fire circles to feasts or
fashion weeks, chanting with monks or close encounters with wildlife, there are many ways to
stimulate, energize and restore through “Pinch me, did that just happen?” moments.
PIONEERING WELLNESS
Our unique wellness experience blends ancient health wisdom with groundbreaking biohack
technology. We don’t follow the fads but do our own research to pioneer signature standards,
wellness programs (sleep, nutrition, longevity, movement, energy medicine, and alternative
therapies) and longer-stay immersive retreats. The strong sense of community and togetherness
propels guests towards achieving their goals, so they leave with a peaceful mind, a strong and
healthy body and friends for life.
RESPONSIBLE AND CARING
We are thoughtful about what we are doing and why, and how we impact our physical world and
those around us. Sustainable properties call for extraordinary creativity and design, they need to be
good quality and they need to be made from exceptional materials. Far from being a barrier, taking an
ecological and sustainable approach to our developments and operations adds meaning, drives
innovation, enhances local socio-economic development and creates a hospitality offering that our
guests trust and love.

EAT WITH SIX SENSES
Our chefs are guided by the principles of natural ingredients, local and sustainable and less is more –
filling up on hearty, healthy and homegrown menus and removing the bad stuff from our dishes and
plastic and waste from our kitchens.
SLEEP WITH SIX SENSES
Because the importance of sleep goes way beyond just banishing under-eye circles, we’ve worked
with internationally renowned experts including Sleep Doctor Michael J. Breus to bring together some
of the best sleeping tools. From handmade mattresses and temperature regulating bedding to organic
cotton sheets, sleep apps and more, we provide ideal conditions for a restful slumber while at Six
Senses and share additional knowledge for restorative sleep back home.
GROW WITH SIX SENSES
Our children’s activities promote positive well-being by incorporating the six dimensions of wellness:
social, environmental, physical, spiritual, emotional and intellectual. From flying yoga and cooking
workshops to yoga, spa treatments, upcycling, arts and crafts, the focus is switching off the devices
and switching on the fun.
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EARTH LABS
At Six Senses, our passion for sustainable living is group wide. Each property communicates the work
they do on and off site at the Earth Lab. Around the world, we’re involved in community outreach,
wildlife, plant, soil and water conservation, farm-to-fork initiatives, zero waste, upcycling, and
bottling our own drinking water, saving around 2 million plastic bottles a year.
ALCHEMY BARS
This is the place to discover exotic potions of herbs, salts and fruits, and essential oils that can be
blended up to make aromatic scrubs and masks using fresh, seasonal and organic ingredients from
our gardens. Guided by Six Senses therapists, the concept is to turn ordinary ingredients into
something extraordinary as part of a highly personalized experience to address our guests’ needs in
the present moment.
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